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Introduction 

Patient-centred care in cancer is not complete without nutrition. In fact, the Hippocratic Oath 

alludes to the importance of nutrition in a medical setting and Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan 

calls for a holistic approach to cancer (1,2). 

Nutrition interventions throughout the cancer care continuum directly improve clinical and 

socioeconomic outcomes. While awareness of the negative impact of malnutrition on clinical 

outcomes, quality of life, and functional and emotional wellbeing in cancer is growing, there 

is relatively poor awareness amongst clinicians and patients alike, that nutritional interventions 

are effective in improving such outcomes (3,4). Robust evidence shows that nutritional 

interventions, particularly early in the disease course, can positively impact the clinical 

trajectory and health-related quality of life (5–8). When considering nutrition as a human right, 

the impact on quality of life and functional status must be prioritized, as these may be equally 

as important to patients, particularly in advanced cancer where improvements in clinical 

outcomes such as survival or tumour burden may not be attainable. From a clinical perspective, 

championing Integrating Nutrition into Cancer Care is the duty and ethical responsibility of 

clinicians. For the policymakers or service providers, it is important to note the economic 

advantages of early incorporation of nutritional care in cancer (9–11). 

In the follow-up publication of the EU Thematic Network on Integrated Nutrition in Cancer 

Care (INC2), we summarise the evidence of efficacy and medical benefits, as well as the human 

rights perspective, and economic basis for integrated nutrition care in cancer and provide initial 

recommendations on advocacy for evidence-based care provision, improved quality assurance 

in clinical settings, and actions needed at the European level to ensure the Beating Cancer Plan 

doesn’t leave nutrition behind. 

 

Integrating Nutrition into Cancer Care Requires a Plan 

Scaled integration of these and other emerging nutrition interventions into healthcare would 

require significant economic investment and continued rigorous research but in the end the cost 

benefit is proven(10,12). To implement integrated nutritional care in cancer, coordination of 



 
 

messaging is needed. To support policy makers, service providers, and patient advocates the 

following first steps are recommended: 

 

Step 1: Widespread advocacy is required to raise awareness amongst clinicians and patients, 

policymakers and healthcare management about the role of nutrition within the 

multidisciplinary team (MDT) (for example, nurses, physicians, and allied healthcare 

professionals). This call to action should refer to the key aspects of evidence, human rights and 

economic value outlined above, in the context of cancer prevention, through to management of 

cancer.  

 

Step 2: Cancer services should urgently incorporate key performance indicators into their 

regular quality assurance systems to benchmark and audit adherence to evidence-based 

nutrition recommendations. These KPIs should be evidence-based or at least based on expert 

consensus. ESPEN, ESMO, COSA and others have many such guidelines (13–17) which could 

be used as starting points to develop a quality assurance standards for Integrated Nutrition Care 

in Cancer. At an absolute minimum, audits should report on malnutrition screening, oncology 

specific dietetic staffing and availability of nutrition assessment for all patients with high-risk 

diagnoses (e.g., head & neck cancers, gastrointestinal cancers, high-dose chemotherapy, 

radiotherapy to the head & neck or pelvis). 

 

Step 3: At the European level, several of the actions of the Beating Cancer Plan should include 

nutrition, notably, the plan mentions the role of diet and exercise in cancer prevention but does 

not focus on the specific role of nutrition within the management of cancer. Integrated Nutrition 

Care is essential across the cancer care continuum, from prevention of cancer in the first place, 

right through to end of life care. As well as European-level actions, regional cancer prevention 

initiatives must continue to prioritise nutrition in accordance with the European Code Against 

Cancer (18), as well as address the multifaceted role of, and at times, co-presentation of obesity 

and undernutrition. In order to maximise the effect of a number of the flagship initiatives arising 

from the Beating Cancer Plan (2), ‘National Comprehensive Cancer Centre’ accreditation 



 
 

should be associated with a minimum acceptable level of nutrition and dietetic service 

provision, in which all cancer patients are nutritionally screened, the dietitian is a core part of 

the MDT, and all members of the MDT receive basic and regular nutritional training. The 

‘Knowledge Centre on Cancer’, ‘Inter-Specialty Training Programme’, ‘Cancer Diagnostic 

and Treatment for All’, ‘Partnership on Personalised Medicine’, ‘Better life for cancer 

patients’, ‘Cancer Inequalities Registry’, “EU-Network of Comprehensive Cancer Centres” 

and ‘Guidelines and Quality Assurance’ initiatives must explicitly include nutritional care.  

 

Conclusion 

Patient-centred care, which by nature includes nutrition, is a basic right for people living with 

and beyond cancer, and is the foundation of standard cancer care. Moreover, high-quality 

cancer care is not complete, nor as effective, without nutrition care. Integrated Nutrition Care 

in Cancer requires coordinated action at all levels, meaning that all stakeholders must take 

responsibility for securing implementation. These recommendations on advocacy, evidence, 

quality assurance and European actions should act as an essential guide to ensuring that 

Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan and other programmes do not leave nutrition behind. 
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